

**BSCS PROGRAM FOR AVAILABILITY OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOURS (PDH) FOR ASME TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES**

**Purpose:** To establish a program that recognizes and promotes ASME C&S participation in technical committee activities as satisfying the Registered Professional Engineer (RPE) requirements for Professional Development Hours (PDH).

**Basis:** Many of the volunteers under the BSCS structure are RPEs. Implementation of this program is intended to provide for personal professional development and an incentive for continued participation in the voluntary standards development system. It may also provide an incentive for new applications for committee membership. It is noted that the challenges and learning experiences at C&S meetings are equal to or greater than classical engineering training courses given as tutorials, and online courses.

**Eligibility:** Members of ASME standards development committees having an ASME staff secretary

**Requirements:** A sign-in sheet for PDHs will be provided solely for members of the committee, as they are the only ones at the meeting required to attend for the full length of the meeting. The attached form is provided as an example. The Secretary will prepare a typed version of the form for members to access in the minutes of the meeting. As a minimum, the form must contain the following:

- Name of the meeting e.g., A120 Standards Committee Meeting
- Scope of technical discussion for this specific committee; identification of Codes and Standards and excerpts from their scope of coverage may be used. The secretary will consult with the committee officers in preparing this text to be included on the form.
- Date and time of the meeting (including any breaks). This is used to calculate PDHs as follows: If a meeting is from 9am to 4pm with one hour break and two fifteen minute breaks, this converts to 5.5 PDHs.
- Include a specific sign in sheet with full names of each attendee, e-mail address, location of PE registration and affiliation (who supports their committee activity).

1. The meeting shall:
   - Be scheduled in advance and have an agenda.
   - Be a minimum of 4 hours in duration (excluding breaks)
   - Have direct relation to the technical requirements of an ASME code or standard

2. The Secretary of the committee is responsible for recording the attendees and sign in information in the minutes of the meeting, which will be distributed to all committee members.

3. Members need to note in their own records the number of PDHs that have been awarded for participating in the meeting, and retain the minutes in case their licensing body requires this documentation.

4. The Secretary will post the minutes on the ASME for retention in accordance with ASME policy.
Meeting of the B30 Standards Committee on
Safety Standards for Cableways, Cranes, Derricks, Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, and Slings

Date: 2020-09-21  Time Duration: 10:07 AM - 12:10 PM
Breaks: Two 15 minute breaks at N/A and and Lunch Break from to
Total Meeting Time: 2 hours

Date: 2020-09-22  Time Duration: 10:05 AM - 12:50 PM
Breaks: Two 15 minute breaks at N/A and and Lunch Break from to
Total Meeting Time: 2 hours 45 minutes

Date: 2020-09-23  Time Duration: 10:05 AM – 3:00 PM
Breaks: Two 15 minute breaks at N/A and and Lunch Break from 12:05 PM to 1:00 PM;
Total Meeting Time: 4 hours

Date: 2020-09-24  Time Duration: 10:00 AM - 3:13 PM
Breaks: Two 15 minute breaks at N/A and and Lunch Break from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM;
Total Meeting Time: 4 hours

Scope of Technical Content: Presentations at this meeting addressed the requirements for the safe design, maintenance, testing and operation of Cranes, Cableways, Derricks, Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, Slings and other related equipment.
Applicable Safety Standard: B30 Volumes B30.1 through B30.30

12.45 Hrs  Professional Development Hours (PDH) are made available to the following members of the B30 Standards Committee in attendance:
Meeting ID: 92525572977
Topic: B30 Standards Committee Meeting
Date: 21-Sep-2020

Name (Original Name):

- Chair - Ted Blanton (Ted Blanton# Sr)
- VC - Eric Fidler (M - Eric Fidler)
- VC - Stephanie Wood (Stephanie Wood)
- A - Brian Casey
- A - Chris L Richardson (Chris L Richardson)
- A - Dave Henninger (DAVID HENNINGER)
- A - Dave Moore (David Moore)
- A - David Boyle (david boyle)
- A - David Duerr (David Duerr)
- A - Gregory Miller (Gregory Miller)
- A - Jeremy Van Egeren (VJ04254)
- A - Jim Stewart (Jim)
- A - Jody Greenwood (Jody Greenwood)
- A - John Schober
- A - Kyle Rask
- A - Lisa Olver
- A - Mathieu Chaudanson
- A - Matt Gardiner (Matt Gardiner)
- A - Matthew Eckstine (Matthew Eckstine)
- A - Scott Fletcher (Scott Fletcher# CMG)
- A - Thom Sicklesteel (Thom Sicklesteel)
- A - Thomas Gordon (thomas gordon)
- CSA Liason - Judy Mellott-Green (Judy Mellott-Green)
- G - Alan Calta
- G - Andrew Bush
- G - Bernie Bernhard Liaison (Bernie Bernhard)
- G - Beth O'Quinn (Beth O'Quinn)
- G - Bob Kozickie (Bob Kozickie)
- G - Chris Noblit (Chris)
- G - Christian Coronel (Christian Coronel)
- G - D. Durrett (DDurrett)
- G - Dave McCarthy (10008795)
- G - David Doherty (David Doherty)
- G - David Frerking (David Frerking)
G - Denis Ferland (Denis Ferland)
G - Derek Sather (Derek Sather)
G - Dr Pratt (Hugh Pratt)
G - Dustin Heins (dustin_heins)
G - Eric Diamond (Eric Diamond)
G - Gary Bond (Gary Bond)
G - Gary Lind (Gary Lind)
G - Guy Seifert (iPad)
G - J. Moran (JMoran's iPad)
G - Jay Edmundson (Jay Edmundson)
G - Kelsey Demer (Kelsey Demer)
G - Michael McShane (Michael McShane)
G - Mike Bongner (Mike Bongner)
G - Mike Goodale (Goodale)
G - Mike Randall (Mike Randall)
G - Patrick Vallejos (15093762620)
G - Paul DeBuigne (Paul DeBuigne)
G - Preston Quick (Preston Quick)
G - Ricardo Espinel (Jorge Ricardo Espinel)
G - Ryan Harrison (Ryan Harrison - Dawes Crane)
G - Seth Burnett
G - Sigmund Tengesdal
G - Stefan Kohler (Stefan Kohler)
G - Steven Lawrence
G - Tim Klein (Tim Klein)
G - Todd Cannegieter (Todd Cannegieter)
Kathleen Peterson
M - Arnie Ruud (aruud)
M - Bill Smith (bsmith)
M - Bob Burkey- SC Chair (Bob Burkey)
M - Bradley Closson (Bradley's iPad)
M - Bransford Pickett (Bransford Pickett)
M - Brookes Bacon (bbbacon)
M - Dan Sullivan (12679791075)
M - Dan Sullivan (Dan Sullivan)
M - Dave Decker (16102995534)
M - Dennis Eckstine (denniseckstine)
M - Doug Smith (dsmith)
M - Ellis Vliet (evliet)
M - Gordon Hetherston (Gordon Hetherston)
M - James Rowland (jamesrowland)
M - Jay Sturm (Jay)
M - Jeffrey Gilbert (jeffrey gilbert)
M - Jim Danielson (M218452)
M - Jim Richardson (797 5626 7149)
M - Jim Wiethorn (Jim Wiethorn)
M - John Perkins (John Perkins)
M - Justin Pilgrim (justin pilgrim)
M - Ken Reynolds (Ken Reynolds)
M - Larry Demark (larrydemark)
M - Larry Means (Means)
M - Larry Shapiro (Larry Shapiro)
M - Mark Jaxtheimer (Jaxtheimer)
M - Michael Mills (Michael Mills)
M - Neil Andrew
M - Neil Andrew (Neil Andrew)
M - Paul Boeckman (Paul Boeckman)
M - Paul Sweeney (Anna Sweeney)
M - Phil Boyd (Phil Boyd)
M - Randy Stemp (Randy Stemp)
M - Randy Strain (rstrain)
M - Ron Kohner (Kathleen's iPad (2))
M - Stephen Rammelsberg (Stephen Rammelsberg)
M - Tony Lusi (anthonylusi)
RAC - Chuck Stribling (Wendy Boardman)
VA - Chris Smith (Chris Smith)
VA - Cliff Dickinson (cliff)
VA - Cliff Warren (Cliff Warren)
VA - Dan Lavoie (Dan Lavoie)
VA - Kyle Rask (Kyle Rask)
Meeting ID 92525572977
Topic B30 Standards Committee Meeting
Date 22-Sep-2020
Name (Original Name)

1Chair-Ted Blanton (Ted Blanton# Sr)
1VC - Eric Fidler
1VC - Stephanie Wood
A - Brian Casey
A - Chris L Richardson
A - Cliff Warren
A - Dan Lavoie (Dan Lavoie)
A - David Boyle (david boyle)
A - DAVID HENNINGER (DAVID HENNINGER)
A - David Moore (David Moore)
A - Gregory Miller
A - James Randall (Mike Randall)
A - Jeremy Van Egeren
A - Jim Stewart (A Jim Stewart)
A - Jody Greenwood (Jody Greenwood)
A - John Schober
A - John Schoppert (jschoppert)
A - Kelsey Demer (Kelsey Demer)
A - Lisa Olver
A - Matt Gardiner (MattGardiner)
A - Scott Fletcher (Scott Fletcher# CMG) A - Thom Sicklesteel (Thom Sicklesteel)
A - Thomas Gordon tgordon (tgordon)
G - Andrew Bush
G - Ben Southern (Ben Southern)
G - Bernie Bernhard Liaison
G - Beth O'Quinn (Beth O'Quinn)
G - Bob Kozickie (Bob Kozickie)
G - Bobby Hamilton (Bobby Hamilton)
G - Brian Considine (Brian Considine)
G - Christian Coronel (Christian Coronel)
G - Chuck Stribling (Chuck Stribling)
G - Dave McCarthy (Dave McCarthy)
G - David Doherty (David Doherty)
G - David Frerking (David Frerking)
G - Denis Ferland (Denis Ferland)
G - Derek Sather
G - Dr. Pratt (Hugh Pratt)
G - Dustin_Heins (dustin_heins)
G - Eric Diamond
G - Gary Bond
G - Gary Lind (Gary Lind)
G - Jay Edmundson (Jay Edmundson)
G - John Groce# P.E.
G - JR Moran (JMoran’s iPad)
G - Michael McShane
G - Mike Goodale (Goodale)
G - Norman Hargreaves
G - Norman Hargreaves (Hargreaves)
G - Patrick Vallejos (patrick vallejos)
G - Paul DeBuigne (Paul DeBuigne)
G - Preston Quick (Preston Quick)
G - Ricardo Espinel (Jorge Ricardo Espinel)
G - Seth Burnet
G - Tim Klein (Tim Klein)
G- Guy Seifert
Kathleen Peterson
M - Arne Ruud (aruud)
M - Bill Smith (bsmith)
M - Bob Burkey- SC Chair
M - Brad CLOSSON (Brad CLOSSON)
M - Bransford Pickett (Bransford Pickett)
M - Brookes Bacon (Brookes Bacon)
M - Dan Sullivan (Dan Sullivan)
M - Dave Decker
M - Dennis Eckstine (denniseckstine)
M - Doug Smith (dsmith)
M - Ellis Vliet (evliet)
M - Gordon Hetherston (Gordon Hetherston)
M - James Rowland (Jamesrowland)
M - Jeffrey Gilbert (jeffrey gilbert)
M - Jim Danielson
M - Jim Richardson 797 5626 7149 (797 5626 7149)
M - Jim Wiethorn (Jim Wiethorn)
M - John Perkins (John Perkins)
M - Judy Mellott-Green
M - Justin Pilgrim
M - Ken Reynolds (Ken Reynolds)
M - Larry Demark (larrydemark)
M - Larry Means (Means)
M - Larry Shapiro (Larry Shapiro)
M - Mark Jaxtheimer (Mark Jaxtheimer)
M - Michael Mills (Michael Mills)
M - Neil Andrew
M - Paul Boeckman 19186296319 (19186296319)
M - Paul Sweeney (Anna Sweeney)
M - Phil Boyd (Phil Boyd)
M - Randy Stemp (Randy Stemp)
M - Randy Strain (rstrain)
M - Ron Kohner (Kathleen's iPad (2))
M - Stephen Rammelsberg (Stephen Rammelsberg)
M - Tony Lusi (anthonylusi)
VA - Chris Smith (Chris Smith)
VA - Cliff Dickenson (Crane Industry Services)
VA - David Duerr (David Duerr)
VA - Kyle Rask (Kyle Rask)
Meeting ID: 92525572977
Topic: B30 Standards Committee Meeting
Date: 23-Sep-2020
Name (Original Name):

1Chair - Ted Blanton (Ted Blanton# Sr)
1VC - Eric Fidler
1VC - Stephanie Wood
A - Brian Casey (bcasey)
A - Cliff Warren
A - Dan Lavoie (Dan Lavoie)
A - Dave Moore (David Moore)
A - David Boyle (david boyle)
A - David Duerr (David Duerr)
A - DAVID HENNINGER
A - Gregory Miller (A-Gregory Miller)
A - James Lindsay (James Lindsay)
A - James Randall (James Randall)
A - Jim Stewart (A Jim Stewart)
A - Jody Greenwood (Jody Greenwood)
A - John Schober
A - Matt Gardiner (Matt Gardiner)
A - Scott Fletcher (Scott Fletcher# CMG)
A - Thom Sicklesteel (Thom Sicklesteel)
A - Tom Gordon (tom gordon)
G - Andrew Bush (Andrew Bush)
G - Ben Southern (Ben Southern)
G - Bernie Bernhard Liaison
G - Beth O’Quinn (Beth O’Quinn)
G - Bob Kozickie (Bob Kozickie)
G - Bobby Hamilton
G - Brian Considine (Brian Considine)
G - Christian Coronel (Christian Coronel)
G - Chuck Stribling (Chuck Stribling)
G - Dave McCarthy (Dave McCarthy)
G - David Doherty
G - David Frerking (David Frerking)
G - Denis Ferland
G - Derek Sather (Derek Sather)
G - Dr. Pratt (Hugh Pratt)
G - Dustin Heins (dustin_heins)
G - Eric Diamond
G - Gary Bond
G - Gary Lind (Gary Lind)
G - Guy Seifert
G - Jay Edmundson
G - Jim Yates (Jim Yates)
G - John Groce (John Groce# P.E.)
G - Kelsey Demer (Kelsey Demer)
G - Lisa Olver (Lisa’s iPhone)
G - Max Supkis
G - Michael McShane
G - Mike Goodale
G - Norman Hargreaves (SAMSUNG-SM-J327A)
G - Patrick Vallejos (H2856005)
G - Paul DeBuigne (Paul DeBuigne)
G - Pierre Gonzalez (pierre)
G - Preston Quick (Preston Quick)
G - Ricardo Espinel (Jorge Ricardo Espinel)
G - Ryan Harrison (Ryan Harrison - Dawes Crane)
G - Seth Burnet
G - Tony Smith (Tony Smith)
Kathleen Peterson
M - Arne Ruud
M - Bill smith (bsmith)
M - Bob Burkey- SC Chair
M - Brad CLOSSON (Brad CLOSSON)
M - Bransford Pickett (Bransford Pickett)
M - Brookes Bacon (Brookes Bacon)
M - Dan Sullivan (Dan Sullivan)
M - Dave Decker
M - Dennis Eckstine (dennis Eckstine)
M - Doug Smith (dsmith)
M - Ellis Vliet (evliet)
M - Gordon Hetherston
M - James Rowland (james rowland)
M - Jay Sturm (Jay Sturm)
M - Jeffrey Gilbert (jeffrey gilbert)
M - Jim Danielson
M - Jim Richardson
M - John Perkins (John Perkins)
M - Justin Pilgrim (justin pilgrim)
Meeting ID 92525572977
Topic B30 Standards Committee Meeting
Date 24-Sep-2020

Name (Original Name)

1Chair - Ted Blanton (Ted Blanton# Sr)
1VC - Eric Fidler
1VC - Stephanie Wood
A - Brian Casey (Renita Casey)
A - Cliff Dickinson
A - Dan Lavoie (Dan Lavoie)
A - Dave Henninger (DAVID HENNINGER)
A - David Boyle (david boyle)
A - Gregory Miller (A-Gregory Miller)
A - James Randall (James Randall)
A - Jim Stewart
A - Jody Greenwood (Jody Greenwood)
A - John Schober
A - John Schoppert
A - Lisa Olver (Chair 14)
A - Matt Gardiner (Matt Gardiner)
A - Scott Fletcher (Scott Fletcher# CMG)
A - Thom Sicklesteel (Thom Sicklesteel)
A - Tom Gordon (tom gordon)
CM - Norman Hargreaves (SAMSUNG-SM-J327A)
G - Andrew Bush (Andrew Bush)
G - Beth O’Quinn (Beth O’Quinn)
G - Bob Kozickie (Bob Kozickie)
G - Bobby Hamilton (Bobby Hamilton)
G - Brian Considine (Brian Considine)
G - Chris Warshaw (cwarshaw)
G - Chuck Stribling (Chuck Stribling)
G - David Doherty (G-David Doherty)
G - Derek Sather (Derek Sather)
G - Dr. Pratt (Dr)
G - Ed Fasula (Ed Fasula)
G - Eric Diamond
G - Gary Bond
G - Gary Lind (Gary Lind)
G - Guy Seifert (G- Guy Seifert)
G - Jay Edmundson
G - Mauricio Bulla (Mauricio Bulla)
G - Michael McShane
G - Mike Goodale
G - Patrick Vallejos
G - Paul DeBuigne
G - Pierre Gonzalez
G - Ricardo Espinel (Jorge Ricardo Espinel)
G - Ryan Harrison
G - Seth Burnett (Seth Burnett)
G - Tim Klein (Tim Klein)
G - Wyatt Ferguson (Wyatt Ferguson)
Kathleen Peterson
M - Arne Ruud (M-Arne Ruud)
M - Bill Smith
M - Bob Burkey- SC Chair
M - Brad CLOSSON (Brad CLOSSON)
M - Bransford Pickett (M-Bransford Pickett)
M - Brookes Bacon (Brookes Bacon)
M - Dan Sullivan
M - Dave Decker (Becket Training & Consulting)
M - Dennis Eckstine (denniseckstine)
M - Doug Smith (dsmith)
M - Ellis Vliet (evliet)
M - Gordon Hetherston
M - Jay Sturm (Jay Sturm)
M - Jeffrey Gilbert (jeffrey gilbert)
M - Jim Danielson
M - Jim Richardson
M - Jim Wiethorn (Jim Wiethorn)
M - John Perkins
M - Ken Reynolds
M - Larry DeMark (Faith Adolf)
M - Larry Means (Means)
M - Larry Shapiro (Larry Shapiro)
M - Mark Jaxtheimer
M - Michael Mills (Michael Mills)
M - Neil Andrew
M - Paul Boeckman (Paul Boeckman)
M - Paul Sweeney (Anna Sweeney)
M - Peter Juhren
M - Phil Boyd (M-Phil Boyd)
M - Randy Stemp (Randy Stemp)
M - Randy Strain
M - Stephen Rammelsberg (Stephen Rammelsberg)
M - Tony Lusi (anthonylusi)
M - William Smith (bsmith)
SC 25 Chair - Tony Smith (Tony Smith)
VA - Chris L Richardson
VA - Chris Smith (VA-Chris Smith)
VA - David Duerr (David Duerr)
VA - Jeremy Van Egeren
VA - Kyle Rask (Kyle Rask)